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Summary of the talk: 
 
 
• Brief Review:  Gleuballs in QCD 
 
• Brief Review:  AdS/CFT correspondence and AdS/QCD models 
 
• The Dynamical Soft-wall model 
 
• Modified Softwall model 
 
• Anomalous Modified Softwall model 
 
• Results achieved 
 
• Last comments 
 
 



 
  
 
 
 
                 
                                  

 used as the standard theory  
to explain the phenomenology 
of strong interactions. 
 
 at the low-energy limit (gYM > 1)  
the QCD cannot be treated 
 perturbatively. 
 
 Regge trajectories are an example 
of nonpertubative behavior of strong 
interactions: difficult to model it 
using QCD. 
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• Gluons do not carry electric charges, but they have color charge; 
• Due to this fact, they coupled to each other; 
• The bound states of gluons predicted by QCD, but not detect so far, are called glueballs; 
• Glueballs states are characterised by JPC, where J is the total angular momentum,  
and P and C are the P-parity (spatial inversion) and the C-parity (charge conjugation)  

eigenvalues, respectively. 
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Regge Trajectories 

Strongly interacting particles (Hadrons) obey approximate relations 
between Angular Momentum (J) and quadratic masses (m2)  

Where             and              are constants 

Extended for glueball: JPC  
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Glueball Masses 



AdS/CFT correspondence,  J. Maldacena, 1997 
   (simplified version of a particular useful case) 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
                 
                                  

At low energies string theory is represented by an effective 
supergravity theory →  gravity / gauge duality 

SUPERSTRING 

THEORY 

in the AdS5 x S5  

spacetime. 
in a 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime 

                 (AdS5x S5 boundary). 

DUAL 

YANG-MILLS THEORY 

N
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Other versions of the Correspondence: AdS4 x S7 or AdS7 x S4 (M-theory in 11 dimensions) 

 After breaking the conformal symmetry one can build phenomenological models that 
describe approximately QCD. So, AdS/QCD models (hardwall, softwall, Witten BH, etc.) 

 
 Weak coupling theory ⇔ Strong coupling theory. 
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AdS/CFT Dictionary 

Isometries  in the bulk ↔ Simmetries in the boundary  

field theory 
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The 4-dim boundary  is at z = 0                                                                          

x 

z 

The AdS5 Spacetime 

Disregarding the S5 space, the AdS5 Space in Poincaré coordinates is given by: 

Fifth dimension z  ~  1 / E    where    E = Energy in 4-dim boundary  



AdS/QCD models: Hardwall and  
Softwall Models 
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Brodsky, Teramond PRL 2005, 2006; Erlich, Katz, Son & Stephanov PRL 2005. 

Hard-wall Model 
Polchinski & Strassler 2001/2002 

Scattering of Glueballs using the AdS/CFT correspondence  
 
Finite region in AdS space 0 <  z  < z_max 

z_max  ~   1 / E     where  E is the Energy scale in boundary theory  

HBF & Braga JHEP 2003, EPJC 2004 

Masses of Glueball states 0++ and its radial excited states 0++*, 0++**, 0++***, …  

Extension to Mesons and Baryons 

HBF, Braga & Carrion PRD 2006 –higher even spin glueball 

EFC & HBF PRD 2013 –higher odd spin glueball 

Diego, EFC & HBF PRD 2017 – Twist two - higher even spin glueball 
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Original Softwall model 

Soft cutoff (Karch, Katz, Son, Stephanov PRD 2006) 

; 

Glueballs in the soft-wall (T=0)  
[Colangelo, De Fazio, Jugeau, Nicotri PLB(2007)] 

EFC, Henrique Boschi-Filho, PLB (2016). 

Original SW model seems not work well for glueballs. 
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Dynamical Softwall model  

D. Li, M. Huang, JHEP (2013) 

Dilatonic field became dynamical satisfying the Einstein equations in five 
dimensions. 

String frame 

Einstein frame 
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Modified Softwall model 

EFC, Henrique Boschi-Filho, PLB (2016). 

seeking for analytical solutions we propose a modified softwall model. 

We could not from a single mass equation and one value for the dilaton 
constant fit the scalar and even higher spin glueball at same time. 
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Anomalous Modified Softwall model (1) 

Basically: Modified Softwall model + anomalous dimension 

Motivation: Can we unify the spectra of the scalar and higher even spin 
glueball states with just one dilaton constant value (k = 0.85 GeV2)? 
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Anomalous Modified Softwall model (2) 

AdS/CFT dictionary 

Taking into account the idea of an anomalous dimension (g) 

for a massive tensor field with spin J 

For simplicity we are going to take a linear 
approximation for the anomalous dimension  
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Results achieved 

(Donnachie and Landshoff, 1984 and 1986) 
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Last comments  

• In this work, we have proposed an anomalous modified softwall model 
(which is analytically solvable) in order to unify the spectra of the scalar 
and higher even spin glueball states with just one dilaton constant value 
(k = 0.845GeV2). 

• Note that in our previous work  a single mass equation for the scalar and 
higher even spin glueball states was obtained but to fit lattice data two 
different values of the dilaton constant k were needed. Here, with the 
introduction of an anomalous dimension in the conformal dimension of 
the glueball operators, this problem is overcome. 

• the anomalous dimension for high spin fields is a logarithm function of 
spin J. Here, we just used a linear function of the spin J as an 
approximation for lower spins, presenting good results for our model in 
comparison with lattice data and other models. 

• our model provided a Regge trajectory for the pomeron in agreement 
with the literature. 
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